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Barnaby Bear Spends a Day at  
Churchill Pre-School 
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This is Barnaby Bear, and he is going to spend 

a day with his friends at Churchill Pre-School.  

He is very excited! 
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 Barnaby arrives at Pre-School. He finds his 

name for the board and for his peg and hangs 

up his coat and bag. 
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 Next Barnaby says ‘hello’ to his friends and 

Pre-School teachers and puts his lunch on the 

lunch table  
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 Then Barnaby chooses his first activity.  

This is his favourite part of the day. He likes 

everything so much.  

There is always a choice of 

mark making, like drawing or 

painting or chalking, building 

with different things like duplo 

and blocks, junk modelling, 

digging in sand, flour or ice and 

creating something magical with 

glue, scissors, material and 

other things from the art and 

craft draws or cupboard. There 

is dressing up and role play 

where Barnaby can be anything 

he likes for a day and if 

Barnaby’s favourite thing isn’t 

out, he can ask for it or choose 

something from the activity 

choice board or toy units. 

There is always so much to do.  
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 After a little play, it is time for Barnaby to 

meet with his friends in group time.  

We say ‘hello’, think about the days of the week, and 

sometimes talk about the weather, the month, the season or 

share a book, or our experiences with our friends. 
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 After group time Barnaby chooses another 

activity and then it is time for the snack bar 

to open. 

Barnaby washes his hands before snack. 

Barnaby chooses his name from the board. Barnaby’s name has a 

picture of a banana by it because Barnaby and Banana both start 

with a ‘b’. 

Next Barnaby chooses his 

fruit and eats his snack 

with his friends. 
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Snack bar sometimes opens outside, but if it 

is inside, Barnaby goes outside as soon as 

snack bar closes.  

Barnaby loves playing outdoors! He enjoys using the gym 

equipment, digging in the sand and experimenting with water. 

Barnaby likes to read outside and enjoys playing with the sand 

kitchen and exploring the playhouse. 
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When it is nearly time for lunch Barnaby 

helps to tidy up. Then it is music and 

movement time. 

Sometimes Barnaby stays for lunch. Then he says goodbye to his 

friends and goes home. On other days, Barnaby stays to play all 

afternoon. If Barnaby forgets which day it is and what he is doing, 

there is a special board with the day set out in pictures, so any  

Pre-School teacher can help Barnaby remember! 
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At lunchtime Barnaby washes his hands and 

finds his place for lunch. He enjoys talking 

with his friends. 

When he is finished eating, Barnaby packs away his 

lunch box and sits down to look at a book before story 
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If Barnaby needs a rest he has a lie down 

after story time. If Barnaby does not need a 

rest, he chooses his next activity 

Then it is time to wash hands for afternoon snack time. Barnaby 

has snack with his friends. After snack time it is time to sing 

with friends and say goodbye ready for home time. 

 

Barnaby can’t wait for his next day at Pre-School! 
 


